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 “The Environmental and Sustainability program supports academic success and life-long 

learning, and develops a responsible citizenry capable of applying knowledge of ecological, 

environmental, and socio-cultural systems to meet current and future needs.” 

        --Washington Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction (2009) 

 

 “You can‟t think about what you don‟t know, and nobody knows this planet. …If you 

want to do good and preserving acts you must think and act locally. …You can‟t do a good act 

that is global. A good act, to be good, must be acceptable to what Alexander Pope called „the 

genius of place.‟ This calls for local knowledge, local skills, and local love that virtually none of 

us has, and that none of us can get by thinking globally. We can get it only by a local fidelity….” 

         --Wendell Berry (1991)
 

  

 An annual institute for educators and teacher candidates interested in experiential 

interdisciplinary learning has taken place at Seattle Pacific University every summer for the past 

decade. Advocates for interdisciplinary studies like institute founder Arthur Ellis, a member of 

the SPU School of Education faculty, contend the approach has been applicable to learners of all 

ages since time immemorial, and cites practitioners in settings present and past ranging from 

Plato‟s Academy to Ivy League graduate programs and rural Northwest kindergartens. But Dr. 

Ellis grows especially passionate about the “promise” represented by such approaches at the 5-8 

intermediate and middle levels since staffing and scheduling more commonly used there can 

readily facilitate such learning. Students in these settings generally spend more time with fewer 

teachers than at the secondary level which fosters teaming and recurrent opportunity to see the 

natural connections that exist among all subject areas. Moreover, early adolescents are highly 

perceptive and unusually if not always delightfully expressive. Their unvarnished perspectives 

on classroom experience offer useful commentary on meaningful educational experience.
 

 Dr. Ellis asked me to participate in SPU‟s summer institute after I had completed many 

years as a middle level teacher and administrator, and I continued afterward to travel across the 

Cascades from my home near the Washington-Idaho border each year to take part in the summer 

program.
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 I eventually joined the SPU faculty and presently work to cultivate a new generation 

of teachers through the school‟s Master of Arts in Teaching program. Our candidates tend to be 

mature individuals who come to teaching from other professions. In this way our cohorts have 

benefited from the presence of experienced software designers, lawyers and judges, scientists, 

and many private school teachers. I have good reason to continue my association with the 

summer institute. After the first half of my public school career—which I deemed to be worthy 

of our high calling as educators entrusted with the wellbeing of youth, my teaching was taken in 

a new, unexpected, and thoroughly satisfying direction. This happened soon after learning about 

experiential, interdisciplinary learning from Dr. Ellis and other like-minded educators around the 

country who uphold this time-honored if not extensively practiced perspective.
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 When he has asked me to share at the institute about the development of my own ideas on 

fostering adolescent wellbeing through “expansive learning,” I confess feeling as if I am 

testifying at a camp meeting. While my experience was not a conversion—I had long been 



inclined toward progressive ideas, I am able to point to a moment in my teaching when it seemed 

to me and my students that our shared classroom experiences broke through turbulence past a 

kind of pedagogical sound barrier. The first week of September 1994 I had already been teaching 

for some twenty years and faced the twin challenges of unusually large seventh and eighth grade 

social studies-language arts sections since our district was experiencing unanticipated growth 

concurrent with a building construction project. Teachers were assigned to make-shift 

classrooms in buildings throughout the community, so I couldn‟t complain when I found myself 

in the cavernous multi-purpose room doubling at various times of the day as library and 

lunchroom.  

 That morning my area was amply provisioned with stacks of a new social studies text and 

other books for language arts and literature. But I also had nagging doubts after years of 

accumulated experience about some conventional instructional approaches. To be sure, I had 

known a measure of success in education judging by invitations to speak at high school 

graduations and personalized tokens of regard on my desk like most teachers have. Coaching two 

sports had given me a good relationship with students and parents, and I thought that they would 

have rated me a relatively tough but fair-minded fellow.  

I have rather clear recollection of rephrasing my opening remarks from the customary, 

“Here is a handout outlining what we will be covering that you need to know in this first 

chapter,” to something like, “What would you like to know regarding our first unit on America‟s 

native peoples?” The hammering and mixing next door seemed to suddenly vanish, and not one 

student initially responded in the deafening silence, as if stunned by their newly rediscovered 

authority to be curious. I repeated the question and turned to take hold of a marker as if inviting 

contributions for the whiteboard. Still silence. I gave myself ten long seconds with my back to 

the class before intending to turn around and distribute the outline that had served my purposes 

so well in previous years. But looking around I saw Desi‟s hand was raised. She had taken a 

recent trip with her family to Montana and heard about the Flathead Indians. She wanted to know 

if their heads were really shaped that way. When she finished her brief commentary, two others 

made contributions: Did Indian children go to school in pioneer days; and what are their 

languages like?  

The handwriting I usually attempted to model at the board quickly morphed into hasty 

scribbles with a bombardment of student questions. “What were the chiefs‟ responsibilities and 

what was a „medicine man‟?” “What is the politically correct name for Indians?” I was stunned 

at the range of their inquiry, from present (“How do Indian calendars work?”) and past (“How 

did they survive Northwest winters?) to future (“Will reservations continue?); and fully 

representing all levels of Bloom‟s taxonomy from basic knowledge that I thought I might be able 

to answer (“What tribe lived here?”) to evaluative considerations of critical pedagogy (“What 

have so many tried to destroy their dreams?”). Clearly the several pages devoted to Native 

Americans in our text did not contain such information, and the Flatheads were not even 

mentioned. Within ten minutes the entire board was covered by their questions. I was so 

impressed by the quantity and quality of inquiry that I wrote them all down separately for two 

important reasons. I needed a list to somehow guide our study over the next few weeks, and I 

owed Dr. Ellis a call during morning break to grudgingly read their eloquent and varied 

testimonies and concede the validity of Quintillion‟s doctrine of student interest.   

 Throughout the ensuing school year, our middle school faculty team representing the 

humanities, science, mathematics, and art met weekly for a half-hour before school. We planned 

the pace of our instructional sequence in accordance with the expedition itinerary of Lewis & 



Clark‟s Corps of Discovery (dubbed “Sacajawea and the boys” by irrepressible Mrs. Johnson). 

Our approach came to differ by designating actual “Journeys of Discovery” from world 

civilization whose participants represented exemplars of lifelong learning—men and women, 

young and old, like the teenager Marco Polo, Eleanor of Aquitaine, Ibn Battuta, Jessie Frémont, 

and James Cook‟s naturalist boy wonder, Georg Forster. Moreover, guided by the ideas of Freire 

and Ellis, we would seek to foster reflection—or praxis—with local social and political issues 

meaningful to students in order to understand them and engage is civic endeavors to change 

them. Through such experience we hoped our students would meaningfully the conventional 

wisdom about progressive change and anthropocentrism.  

Experiential approaches put substantial responsibility upon the students to formulate their 

investigations which we sought to relate to the knowledge and skills “essential learnings” 

outlined in the state‟s instructional guides and six-trait writing model. Primary source journals, 

letters, and related documents in the public domain became our core instructional materials 

annotated and arranged in chronological and geographic units consistent with topics typically 

taught at the intermediate and middle grades. Classical period literature and epic tales of 

mythology from peoples indigenous to the areas we explored formed the basis of the language 

arts curriculum. These readings were supplemented with relevant selections from area authors in 

accordance with Helen Vendler‟s observation that literary imagination is “incurably local”. But 

she observes, “…it against the indispensible background of the general literary culture than 

native authors assert their local imaginations. Our schools cannot afford to neglect either 

resource” (Bellah, 1996). 

Journeys science lessons related ecosystems worldwide to flora, fauna, and the 

environmental studies of our own vicinity. The middle school mathematics curriculum 

substantially followed our adopted Addison-Wesley basal adoption, Ms. Higgins enthusiastically 

sought relevant connections to statistical demographic measures of our school and community, 

mapping methods for a nearby natural area, and other problem-solving projects throughout the 

year. Mrs. Johnson‟s weekly art projects ranging from buckskin-bound student journals (she had 

read the originals were wrapped in elkskin) to cut paper stuffed salmon became the stuff of 

school legend.   

In these ways, a typical month-long unit of interdisciplinary instruction covering Lewis & 

Clark‟s trek from the Missouri River across the Northern Great Plains involved lessons on 

democratic traditions among frontier families and the Osage Indians (social studies), comparative 

censuses of frontier St. Louis and our community (mathematics), threatened Plains grasslands 

and endangered Northwest species (science), and Audubon watercolors of birds and plants (art). 

We did not abandon the use of our textbooks but they came to serve as resources periodically 

consulted like myriad other books and other information available in the library and online at 

sites maintained by the International Education and Resource Network (iEARN), National 

Geographic Society, and NASA‟s Project Globe. We came to view the actual curriculum as the 

record of learning compiled by each student through weekly illustrated journalizing that formed 

the basis of regular classroom student presentations. Throughout the year we sought local, place-

based connections with topics encountered worldwide which were often facilitated by small 

group cooperative learning projects.
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Journeys of Discovery Travelogues 

In these ways, exploration and discovery are seen as valid for every age and form the 

basis of the Journeys of Discovery experience. Each Journey begins with introductory materials, 



an illuminated map, and other resources to orient students to the course of study. The heart of the 

curriculum consists of the forty-five “Travelogue” lessons arranged into three units of three 

chapters each and organized chronologically and geographically (Figure 1). Lessons are 

introduced with a one-page “Study Guide” listing vocabulary, questions, project ideas, National 

Geographic Society references, and other information to acquaint students to the reading and 

highlight its significance. Most are also illustrated with period artwork. Each guide is followed 

by a two-page, blackline illustrated “Travelogue Reading” of six to eight hundred words taken 

from original journals, official documents of the period, or other primary source associated with 

the Journey under investigation. Sidebar annotations offer definitions of key words and 

explanations of technical textual references and feature illustrations of native flora and fauna, 

constellations, and related images. The readings themselves constitute a vital part of our diverse 

cultural heritage and are outstanding literary selections in their own right. A “Resource Page” 

follows each reading to provide correlated lesson material in the various content areas (e.g., 

literature, social studies, science, art).  

 
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Sample Journeys of Discovery Units 

 

Journeys Travelogue modules have been developed and arranged to correspond to themes 

typically taught at the intermediate and middle grades, and to knowledge and skills specified for 

Eleanor of Aquitaine and the Crusade of the Kings:  

A Medieval Journey of Discovery 

England, France and the Angevin Empire The Holy Roman and Byzantine Empires 
The British Isles 

and Henry II 

Angevin Empire 

and Eleanor  

The French 

Domain and Philip 

HRE & Frederick 

Barbarossa 

Kingdoms of Italy 

and Sicily 

Eastern Med. & 

Byzantine Empire 

LKA, The Sword 

in the Stone
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LKA, The 

Marriage of Arthur 

LKA, Lancelot of 

the Lake 

LKA, Percival to 

Arthur‟s Court 

LKA, The Betrayal 

of Lancelot 

LKA, The Death 

of Uwaine 

Magnus, Plant 

Classification 

Magnus, Plant 

Production & Fruit 

Magnus,  

The Oak Tree 

Hohenstaufen, 

Division of Birds 

Hohenstaufen, 

Migration of Birds 

Hohenshaufen, 

Modes of Flight 

 

The Travels of Marco Polo: A Eurasian Journey of Discovery 

Medieval Times and Central Asia Cathay and South Asia 
The Golden Horde Glories of Persia Silk Road Empires Khan‟s Kingdom Sapphrs& Shogns Tropical Rlms Trd 

TAN, Schahrazad 

& the Kings
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TAN, The 

Merchant & Genie 

TAN, Hunchback 

of Kashgar 

TAN, Camral-

zaman‟s Dream 

TAN, The Chinese 

Princess 

TAN, The 

Enchanted Horse 

Medieval 
Technology I 

Al Hasan and 
Optics 

Star Charts and 
Islamic Astronomy 

China‟s 4 Great 
Inventions 

Magnetism and the 
Compass 

Indian Number 
Theory & Science 

 

The Exploits of Columbus and the Conquistadors:  

New World Journeys of Discovery 

Columbus‟ Background and New World Discoveries Cortes, the Aztecs, and Estevan 

Italy & Iberia  

Age of Exploration 

The Atlantic 

Crossing 

The Caribbean Sea 

 

Central America The Valley of 

Mexico 

The Northern 

Meseta Central 

TA, Fitón the 

Seer
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TA, Room of 

Globe Miraculous 

TA, South and 

West Horizons 

TA, The Marquis 

of Cañete 

TA, Lords and 

Chieftains 

TA, Proud of 

Freedom 

Vesalius, Bones 

and Cartilages 

Vesalius, Muscles, 

Tendons, Ligamnts 

Vesalius, Brain & 

Nervous System 

Copernicus, 

Planetary Shapes 

Copernicus,  Place 

Earth Occupies 

Copernicus, Center 

of the Universe 

 

The Expedition of Lewis & Clark: A Frontier American Journey of Discovery 

Expedition Origins and the Ohio River Valley Great Plains to Pacific Coast 
Jefferson and the 

New Nation 

The Spirit of 

Exploration 

Floating the 

 Grand Ohio 

St. Louis  and 

Lower Missouri 

Across the 

Northern Plains 

The Pacific 

Northwest 

Irving, The 
Catskill Mntns 

Irving, Rangers of 
the Woods 

Irving, The Creole 
Village 

Irving, Prairie Dog 
Republic 

Irving, John 
Colter‟s Escape 

Irving, Country 
About the Coast 

Lyell,  Science of 

Geology 

Lyell, Land and 

Climate 

Lyell, Huttonian 

Theory 

Lewis, An 

Expedition Botany 

Lewis, Animals of 

the Country 

Lewis, Birds of the 

Rockies 
1
from Legends of King Aurthur   

2
from Tales From the Arabian Knights    

3
From The Araucanaid      

 

 

 



those levels in national content standards. Thus The Exploits of Columbus and the 

Conquistadors: New World Journeys of Discovery may related best to fifth-sixth grade 

curriculum in many schools, The Travels of Marco Polo and Ibn Battuta: Asian and African 

Journeys of Discovery to grade seven, and The Expeditions of Lewis & Clark and Zebulon Pike: 

North American Journeys of Discovery may be more relevant for seventh-eighth graders. Twelve 

Journeys representing notable eras of human history and encompassing the entire globe represent 

the core series. Daily Travelogue readings serve as touchstones for innumerable natural 

connections to period and regional literature readings, science units, art projects, and myriad 

cooperative learning, field trip, and electronic media activities. (Completed Travelogues are 

freely available online at www.journeysofdiscovery.info.) 

Geography represents a pivotal link in the Journeys curriculum as geography‟s essence is 

one of both human and physical dimensions. H. J. MacKinder wrote that geography “postulates 

both scientific and human knowledge. If our aim is to give unity to the outlook of our pupils, and 

to stop that pigeon-holeing of subjects in their minds which has prevailed in the past, then 

geography is admirably fitted as a correlation medium” (MacKinder, 1905). The epic exploration 

accounts featured in the Journeys of Discovery take learners directly to original journals, letters, 

and related records, freeing the imagination and allowing the quest for quality interdisciplinary 

learning to take place.  

 Travelogue selections from the journals of Lewis & Clark and their contemporaries are 

correlated to significant writings and other records of prominent contemporaries who were 

deeply influenced by the Corps of Discovery‟s accomplishments: government reports of Thomas 

Jefferson, short stories by Washington Irving, the scientific contributions of John James 

Audubon, and the art of George Catlin. Students and teachers experience together the forty-five 

Travelogue readings in each module reflecting itineraries that in reality often took years to 

complete. Learners are encouraged to take instructional “sidetrips” of serendipity and special 

interest much like Lewis‟s sojourn apart from the main party across western Montana. A math 

unit on ratios and percents may have extended a week beyond Clark‟s discourse on his St. Louis 

population census examined in social studies. The Journey pedagogical expedition is sometimes 

strung out along the trail but staff regrouped with weekly faculty “camp meetings.”   

 

Interdisciplinary Connections  

 Expansive learning approaches seek though direct instruction and independent research to 

propel students into contemplation of humanity‟s past experiences and consideration of future 

possibilities. Posing such questions is a fundamental aspect of progress. Relevant to this 

enterprise is the designation of “Leading Questions of Discovery” (Figure 2) to remind learners 

of the imperative to attach meaning to experience for quality classroom discussions, 

presentations, and writing. Placing these leading questions before students can elevate levels of 

understanding whether considering American Indian cultures and Asian literature or Byzantine 

mosaics and the periodic table.  

 A modified taxonomy of understanding offers sample questions about subject area facts 

and skills, comprehension questions that relate knowledge to experiences and abiding conceptual 

themes, and evaluation questions that involve judgments. Is this useful? Is this beautiful? Is this 

meaningful? Is this right? These are the ultimate questions with which we want students to 

grapple, and the Journeys of Discovery curriculum offers opportunity to do so as the whole of 

human experience through time and place is presented in a natural flow devoid of contrived 

connections and artificial separations. 

http://www.journeysofdiscovery.info/


 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Leading Questions of Discovery and Conceptual Themes 

 

Students are challenged to be lifelong learners and master basic skills by becoming 

acquainted with the achievements and character of such persons as Herodotus, Eleanor of 

Aquitaine, Saladin, Marco Polo, and Thomas Jefferson. These individuals and others like them 

were mindful that exploration and new knowledge should be used to benefit the next generation. 

Adolescence has ever been a time to test limits and question assumptions but young people 

nevertheless seek secure relationships and something in which to believe. A quality educational 

experience, therefore, ought to inspire through time-honored practices like storytelling, and 

through using new technologies to promote greater knowledge and skill development, virtue, and 

public service. The dramatic accounts featured in the Journeys of Discovery curriculum represent 

a means to equip students in these ways through active experiences with cultural heritage. 

Leading Questions of Discovery and Conceptual Themes 

 

Questions of knowledge, comprehension, and evaluation form the basis of understanding 

others and the world around us. Informed persons of all ages and times have been those who 

maintain an abiding spirit of curiosity and seek through inquiry to find answers to leading 

questions that arise from experience. 

 
I. Knowledge questions are about subject area facts and skills. 

 Science: What color, size, age, sound, taste, etc.? 

 Mathematics: What total, distance, shape, location, probability, etc.? 

 Social Studies: What time, person, event, reason, etc.? 

 Language Arts: What author, method, purpose, genre, vocabulary, etc.? 

 Arts: What form, image, mood, media, melody, etc.? 

 
II. Comprehension questions relate knowledge and experience to 

conceptual themes. 

 Cause and Effect: What is this action and change in conditions? 

 Commonality and Diversity: How are these same or different? 

 Systems and Patterns: How is this organized or arranged? 

 Scale and Symmetry: How does the size and shape compare to others of its kind? 

 Cycles and Change: Is this effect repeated over time? 

 Interaction and Relationships: How do these relate or influence each other? 

 Time and Space: When, where, and why did this happen? 

 Equilibrium and Order: Is there a balance or stability to this arrangement? 

 
III. Evaluative questions involve judgments about the value of ideas, 

objects, creations, and actions. 

 Utility: Is this useful? 

 Aesthetics: Is this beautiful? 

 Truth: Is this meaningful? 

 Morality: Is this right? 

 



Furthermore, their participation aims to prepare them to face an array of complex environmental 

and social dilemmas while contributing to humankind‟s grasp of space, microworlds, and other 

realms that hold promise for future well-being. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 With “hands-on” activities derived from each of the daily readings, an intellectual 

renaissance becomes possible. The activities—whether projects, experiments, drama, or reports, 

are the basis of intellectual engagement. Because writing is among the most important 

expressions of student thought for purposes of evaluation, students are encouraged to follow the 

example of great explorers by regularly journalizing throughout the year. Entries based on topics 

identified through travelogue readings, freely determined by students or as assigned by teachers, 

provide an enriching record of student learning. Journeys of Discovery invite participants to 

become scientists, historians, mathematicians, artists, and builders in an attempt to transform 

learning into the active construction of lasting ideas and values, revealed with contemporary 

relevance (Scheuerman, 1999). 

 

A World of Illustrated Journaling Presentations 

 

Options for Writing 

Writing responses to Journeys travelogue experiences may take many forms. Since writing is a strong indicator of 

thought and can be expressed in so many ways, try different approaches that give you opportunity to better develop 

your own knowledge and share your understandings with others. Remember to always date each writing response. 

 

Journals—Compose a paragraph to continue your travel journal while following the exploration route. Use “I                            

 Learned”, “Key Idea”, “Authentic Application”, “Search for Meaning”, and other reflective responses. 

Editorials—Write an article expressing your opinion on a topic related to the travelogue reading. 

Poetry—Compose a free or rhymed verse poem about a place or topic under study or something it has caused you 

 to imagine. 

New Story—Become a reporter on the scene and contribute a story for the local newspaper. 

Play Script—Create a script for a scene or skit with parts for two to four characters. 

Letter—Write a friendly letter to someone describing a discovery experience or a business letter expressing your 

 ideas on a topic of interest or concern to an editor or public official. 

Short Story—Write about a real or imagined incident or individual encountered in your stud with attention to 

 setting and characterization. 

Interview—Develop a script for an interview between a host and famous guest or someone in a career or with 

 experience related to your interest. 

Review—Describe and summarize a related magazine article, web site, or musical selection. 

 

Ideas for Illustrating 

Drawings—Create an image of something real or imagined associated with a topic under study. Start by being bold 

 in your expression without concern about being exact. Gradually adjust and add details to produce a 

 finished work. 

Maps—Carefully draw and label a map showing a place or region under study. You may illuminate it will 

 illustrations depicting locations, people, flora, and fauna. 

Field Sketch—Closely observe and sketch the intricate structure of a leaf, flower, insect, animal, or other natural 

 object. Depict the special characteristics that distinguish it from other species. 

Diagram—Show and label the cross-section of a structure, vehicle, ship, or other object; depict the main 

 components of an idea, machine, or experiment; create the top view of a building or place of significance 

 to you. 

Graph—Create a circle, bar, or line graph to show interesting statistical information like popular choices among 

 classmates, temperature ranges in favorite places, sports teams records, etc. 

Chart/Table---Arrange images of persons, animals, plants, or other objects to compare individuals or groups, or to 

 display information in an interesting way. 

Diorama/Model—Carefully construct a scale model of an object, place, or structure under study using simply 

 materials like hardboard, tape, and glue. 

Posters—Capture graphically the main idea or action of an event, book, fieldtrip, movie, or other learning 

 experience. 

Timeline—Create a timeline that accurately shows the sequence of important events under study with illustrations 

 of persons and places in the chronology, or that were in other areas of the world at the same time. 

 

Ways for Presenting 

Reading—Share orally a journal entry, editorial, or other original selection related to a place or time being studied. 

Drama—Present a scene from a play as a readers theatre or performance with simple props. 

Puppet Show—Fashion cardboard or fabric characters and compose dialogue for a story or scene.  

Media Program—Present a brief show for online viewing that features an outdoor or museum tour, an ethnic 

 cooking program, or some other aspect of a foreign country or your cultural background. 

Time Travel News—Go back in time for the daily news and present highlights of the city, nation, and world. 



Figure 3: A World of Illustrated Journalizing Presentations 

 

Intellectual Renaissance 

 The oral reading and discussing of the Travelogue readings opens to the day‟s course of 

inquiry and from them emerge myriad topics identified by students and prominently posted for 

the research and presentation choices that will constitute a significant part of the week‟s 

instructional agenda. The guide, “A World of Illustrated Journaling Possibilities” (Figure 3) 

outlines these options for students and includes options for weekly writing (e.g., journals, 

editorials, poetry, news stories, play scripts, web site reviews), illustrating (drawings, maps, field 

sketches, diagrams, graphs, calligraphy, dioramas, timelines), and presenting (public reading, 

skits/dramatic interpretations, puppet shows, online news programs).  

 

Through literary engagements of their own design, students develop writing skills in 

accordance with a six-trait quality writing model while compiling unique portfolios of 

observations and discoveries along their own learning journeys. Student reflective writing shows 

a full range of achievement levels and comes from individuals with significant special needs to 

the highly capable and demonstrate that for purposes of expansive learning, young people and 

mentoring adults can come together though learning and communication technologies to form 

communities that both transcend and celebrate the unique qualities of any school, community, 

and culture. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Journeys Class Play Performance: The Star Brothers Myth 

  

Starlight with a Smile 

 Several years into my Journeys of Discovery experience, I encountered an especially 

disengaged loner and low-achiever with the kind of inestimable potential teachers know virtually 

any student possesses. Kelly came to our school as sixth grader from another state and although 

norm-reference test scores indicated cognitive capacities far above average, his schoolwork was 

of poor quality and he experienced frequent altercations with peers. But as his homeroom 

teacher, I was even most disturbed by the fact that for the first six weeks of school, I had never 

seen Kelly smile.  

 



 At parent-teacher conferences that fall, I mentioned my concern about Kelly‟s emotional 

well-being before raising academic issues. His father mentioned unusually bitter custody 

litigation with the boy‟s mother, and that he had sought professional counseling, family 

intervention, depression medication, and other alternatives for his son. Nothing seemed to make 

a difference. We turned to class work and I offered further explanation about the Journeys 

experience. I confessed that Kelly was perhaps the first student I had encountered since the 

inception of the project several years before who had not risen to the intellectual challenge 

through personal engagement with the subject matter—represented that year by the Pacific 

voyages of Captain Cook. I left with better understandings of Kelly‟s circumstances, but with no 

clear idea about how to better meet the boy‟s serious needs. I was, I told his father, “pitching him 

my best stuff.” 

 The boy‟s behavior and work in class the next week was little changed. Each day we 

ventured farther across the South Pacific aboard Cook‟s Endeavor en route to Tahiti and the 

Society Islands and read brief accounts of seafaring encounters penned two centuries earlier by 

the captain and companions like young Georg Forster, son of an expedition botanist. Alternate 

travelogue readings for all Journeys curricula feature a small constellation diagram used to 

provide insights into astronomy, mythology, and Latin, Greek, and Arabic word roots. As usually 

happens after completing a reading with students, I asked what topics arose that might merit their 

further inquiry. Many hands typically rise at such a question, but I was stunned that one that day 

was Kelly‟s. For some reason I cannot fathom, I avoided calling on him until several had offered 

their ideas, for I had reason to think he might disaffect the conversation and dampen others‟ 

enthusiasm. After a couple offerings, however, his hand was still in the air so I ventured to solicit 

his contribution.  

 “This constellation,” he said flatly; “I wondered if I could write about how their colors 

might relate to their magnitudes, and make a mobile of them for my illustration.”  I don‟t think 

any of his classmates understood the meaning of “magnitude” in this context, but I was delighted 

to turn Kelly loose on homework that evening about the relative brightness of the stars inhabiting 

Hydra. The next day I wasn‟t sure what to expect, but did notice the large paper sack that Kelly 

brought into class in the morning. When time came for students to share results from the 

previous day‟s investigations, he surprised us all again by asking to present to the class. Kelly 

then devoted five full minutes to a thoughtful description of relevant astronomical terms and 

identified the southern constellation‟s major stars. When finished, he reached into the sack and 

pulled out a black coat hanger on which he had suspended the star grouping, objects variously 

shown in color and shape to indicate temperatures and relative size to one other. I was as 

dumbfounded as most of the class, but sufficiently recovered to commend him for such fine 

work. At that moment, and for the first time in the six weeks of our acquaintance, Kelly smiled. 

 That class was one of fourteen in grades five through eight from four separate Northwest 

districts that participated in a comparison of standardized test results in 1997-1999. Results were 

compared with their counterparts who were also randomly assigned in fourteen other classes 

using conventional curriculum and instructional approaches in the same schools. In no instance 

did Journeys of Discovery learners achieve at a lower level compared to control group mean 

scores for the year. Three Journeys classes showed no statistical difference in achievement, but 

eleven of the fourteen classes posted higher gains.
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 For the next seven months of my time with Kelly‟s class, he became an ambitious and 

positive inquirer. No week passed that he didn‟t dazzle all of us with new understandings about 

galactic clusters, planetary nebulae, the Hubble Ultra Deep Field, and countless other fascinating 



worlds to which he introduced us. He revealed an infectious sense of humor that brightened the 

entire class as did the mass of mobiles he built that decorated the entire ceiling by year‟s end. At 

the end of the year he dropped off a large manila envelope on my desk and said with a grin that 

he hoped it would fit. Inside was a black tee-shirt with constellation hemispheres on both sides in 

fluorescent white. Today he is a science major at a prominent state university. Endeavor‟s 

astronomer, William Green, would have been pleased, but no more than me. 

    

Endnotes 
1
Berry, 1991. Place-studies at the high school level in America were notably popularized by Eliot 

Wigginton at a public high school in Raburn Gap, Georgia in the 1960s Foxfire project of 

cultural journalism that emphasized the values of simple living in rural Appalachia. In-depth 

interviews with community members were conducted by students who then edited and illustrated 

their stories into a series of articles published annually in a journal and remain in print as a best-

selling book series. Such works as The Greening of America (Reich, 1970) and The Closing 

Circle (Commoner, 1971) presented in both romantic and critical terms a view of post-World 

War II culture increasingly dominated by technocratic mentality and complex organizational 

structures to advance interests that measured wellbeing in purely quantitative standards of socio-

economic value. The result of this shift in values from individual dignity, material adequacy, and 

mutual concern and others espoused by the republic‟s founders spurred the deterioration of 

public trust, environmental quality, and community spirit. 
2
The course is presently offered through SPU‟s SPIRAL continuing education program as EDCN 

5858 Interdisciplinary Studies. 
3
We have since learned of many successful interdisciplinary learning experiences at the 

intermediate and middle levels based on themes of global exploration. One example is Shady 

Hill School in Cambridge, Massachusetts. School founders Agnes Hocking and Katharine Taylor 

formulated a progressive educational experience in the 1920s combining “active examination of 

local surroundings” with year-long interdisciplinary “central subject” themes of world 

significance which to this day still include Ancient Greece and Rome, China and the Silk Road 

(Marco Polo), Maritime Cultures and Exploration (James Cook), and Early America (Shaw, 

2006). Leo Tolstoy organized the curriculum of his Yasnaya Polyana Peasant School around the 

Old Testament journeys of ancient Israel less for religious reasons than for providing a 

comprehensive integrative education to study epic literature, lyrical poetry, ancient history, 

social relations, and science and natural phenomena. 
4
Participating Washington school districts were Longview, Ocean Beach, St. John, and Endicott. 
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